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Abstract :l?ionic disintegration ofthe deuteron between threshold and the 3,3 resonance region is described
by a model containing one- and two-body absorption. The two-bady absorption mahanism is due
to pion and p-meson reacattering calculated from phenomenological Lagrangians . The role of the
p-meson is crucial in reducing the cross cation due topion exchange . The rokofthe.massdistribution
ofthe p-meson, hadronic form factors and Final state interactions are investigated. Good agreement
with empirical results for the total cross section is obtained with a set ofcurrently accepted values
for the meson-nucleon coupling constants and the p-mass distribution .
1. I~rodactiaa
Picnic disintegration of the deuteron, n+d -" pp, and the inverse reaction are of
fundamental interest as they provide the simplest examplesofnuclear pion absorption
and production . These reactions have therefore drawn considerable attention in the
literature r) and have been analyzed, but not very well umderstood, in terms ofsimple
semi-phenomenological models. Experimental results for the cross sections extend
from threshold to pion energies of some three times the pion mass r " Z) .
Near threshold the absorption process is dominated by S-wave rescattering 3 1"
At larger pion moments P-wave rescattering through an intermediate state con-
taining a 433 reSOII8IICe governs the total cross section a. s~ an eßect evidenced by
a broad peak in the cross section .
The general interest in the n+d -. pp reaction has a number of motivations. The
foremost of these is the realization that unless this reaction is understood there is
little reason to export that pion capttue and production for more complex nuclei
r Supported in part by USERDA contract E(11-1}3Q01 . Pt+esent address : Institut Lauo-l,an®evin,
Grenoble, France .
rr Supported ~ part ~, ~ National Science Foundation .
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can be understood either. Another motivation is the study of the rescattering
mechanisms and the question of whether in that context something might be learned
about the off-shell pion-nucleon interaction .
Goplen, Gibbs and Lomon e) have recently pursued this point. Their description
of pion rescattering was based on the use of a phenomenological nnNN Hamiltonian,
the on-shell properties ofwhich where adjusted so as to reproduce freenN scattering .
The off-shell characteristics were described by a phenomenological cut-off factor
at the rescattering vertex . To obtain agreement with the empirical total cross-section
values Goplen, Gibbs and Lomon found that the cut-off factor needed to have rather
long range (the mass scale being 2.7 times the pion mass). Now it seems impossible
to find the dynamical origin for that long range mass scale in the pion nucleon
amplitude. A natural explanation of the result is that the long range form factor
simply mocks up the effects of neglected short range rescattering mechanisms rather
than giving a realistic description of the off-shell properties of the nN interaction.
The phenomenological character of the result ofref. e) is illustrated by the later result
of Gibbs, Gibson and Stephenson') who found that the range of the form factor
becomes considerably shorter upon addition ôf another cut-off factor associated
with the final pion absorption vertéx (thé mass scale . changes to 4.3 pion masses).
We interpret this result to indicate that the original form factor mass scale was
unrelated to the off-shell ~N interaction.
In a recent publication e) we showed that p-meson rescattering following the
excitation of an intermediate 433 reSOIISIICe Cancels a sufficiently large fraction of
the pion exchange contribution to the total cross section so that there remains little
need for the introduction of form factors of any appreciable range. This result
demonstrates an obvious need to take into acxount properly short range exchange
effects in addition to pion exchange .
The purpose of the present paper is to present the model given in ref. s) in detail
and to extend it in several directions . We consider the effect of replacing the sharp
resonance approximation for the p-meson exchange mechanism by the mass distribu-
tion appropriate for the interacting isospin-1 P-wave nn state . The sensitivity of
the calculated cross sections to hadronic form factors associated with the ~- and
p-vertices is studied and we reach the conclusion that the form factor cut-off mass
scale must be considerably larger than 1 GeV/c~ .
The paper is organized in the following way. After a short review of the basic
cross-section formulae in sect. 2, the calculation of P-wave pion absorption is
presented in sect. 3. In sect . 4 we review the standard method of calculating S-wave
pion absorption . In sect . 5 the effects of the p-meson mass distribution are discussed.
A concluding discussion is given in sect . 6. Some details of the formalism are listed
in two appendices at the end of the paper.
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2. The cross section for R* d -. pp
We calculate the a-absorption cross section in the lab system (deuteron rest frame).
The absorption process is schematically illustrated in fig . 1 . The box M in the figure
the notation
Fig. 1 . ICinematic variables forA+d -+ pp.
represents any of the one- or two-body absorption mechanisms to be discussed in
the subsequent chapters.
We introduce the relative and c.m . frame momentum variables
P = Pi+Pz = 0+	P = z(Pl-Pz~
Here pl and pz are the nucleon moments prior to the absorption of the pion and
pi and Pz the corresponding posterior nucleon moments. Assuming that
P'2/M ~ cu = k +~c (with M and p being the nucleon and pion masses respec-
tively), the cross section can be cast into the form
3 3
dQ
= 2k (2n~ (2 )3
(2n) 3S(P+k-P~2~S(Ei+EZ-co+B-2M)~Ti I 2 . (2 .2)
Here B is the deuteron binding energy which we forthwith neglect. In eq . (2.2) we use
E~ _ (~2+MZ)~ . (2 .3)
The matrix T, in (2.2) contains the operator 11~ represented by the box in fig. 1 :
The various contributions to M will be discussed in the following sections.
In the integration over p' in (2.2) the energy S-function picks out the following
value for the final relative momentum (neglecting terms of order k2/4M2):
Themagnitude of p' varies between 360 MeV/c at threshold to more than 500 MeV/c
in the 3,3 resonance region . As the components in the deuteron wave function
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corresponding, to such large moments have small weight it is clear that most of the
momentum transfer must be supplied by t-channel mechanisms in 11?. Using (2.5)
we obtain for the differential and total spin averaged cross sections the expressions
dQ _ P'(M+Zw) 1
I T,I ,drl k(4n)Z 2j, + 1 s~,err, ar,
Q = 2
J
dQ~ .	( .~
Here Qis the solid angle describing the direction of p' . The factor i in the total cross
section takes into account the indistinguishability of the final protons .
For 'the deuteron wave function ~a we shall use the solution obtained with the
Reid soft~ore potential 9). Thewave function ~r for the pp final state will be described
by a plane wave, except for the case of the'So and 1D2 waves where we also use
scattering solutions obtained with the Reid soft~ore potential. We find that the
final state interactions are of but little importance in practice. There is a certain
need for care in the construction of the operator M, when correlated scattering wave
functions are employed, lest double counting occur. We return to this point in the
next section.
3.1 . IMPULSE APPROXIMATION
3. P-tvave absorptiae mechaalema
We first review the calculation of the lowest order (impulse approximation)
process shown diagrammatically in fig. 2. The nonrelativistic approximation for the
c .,~l .4 ~ + ~ _ J, c~,~l
"*+
Fig . 2 . Diagrammatic repraeatation of single nucleon absorption.
absorption vertex for a pion on a single nucleon is (appendix A)
~Pi~~,~ra~~a+(k~'ti = - ~at . Ck- 4M
t.~+p~
Jf~+~
(2.6)
Here v` and ~` are the spin and isospin Pauli matrices for nucleon i and f2/4s = 0.08.
The recoil term proportional to Ei-Ei in (3.1) is of no quantitative importance for
P-wave absorption and hence we do not consider it in the calculations below. We .
return however to a discussion of that term in sect . 4.
The impulse approximation (IA) contribution to the scattering amplitude can be
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expressed as a sum of two single-nucleon operators as
3 .2. PION RESCATTERING
Here r = r t -r2 is the relative position coordinate of the two nucleons. The matrix
element of this operator is (2 .4)
T~ =
J
d'r~f(p', r)M~(k, r~d(r). (3 .3)
Evaluation of the cross section (2 .6) with the IA amplitude above and using a plane
wave to describe ~~ gives less than 2 mb at all energies andthe result explains neither
the magnitude nor shape of the observed cross section . Nevertheless one has to
include the IA amplitude as it will add coherently to the rescattering amplitudes
to be considered below.
The smallness of the impulse approximation cross section does not depend much
on whether or not correlated final state wave functions are used. The difference
amounts to at most 15 ~ at large energies and to far less at low energies (see fig. 4
below).
The dominant process above threshold is the rescattering of a meson following
excitation of a daa resonance in the intermediate state, as shown in fig. 3. Presently
(T "0)
Fig . 3. The P-wave reacattering efïect .
we shall consider the scattered meson to be a pica and consider p-rescattering in
subsect. 3.3 . As the scattered meson is highly off-shell (qô ~ q2) we shall have to
discuss the effect ofform factors associated with the aNNandaNd vertices appearing
in fig . 3. We note that the crossed diagrams in which a meson is exchanged before
the absorption of the a + with accompanying conversion of a d33 resonance into a
nucleon is forbidden by isospin conservation. Rescattering graphs where the isobar
is replaced by anucleon (i.e. the pica scattering Born terms) should not be included
when oornlated wave functions are used, as those diagrams are part of the impulse
approximation amplitude .
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In the absence of final state correlations the momentum of the rescattered meson is
where the - or + sign holds for absorption of the pion on nucleon 1 or 2 respectively .
Thesymmetrized two-body operator which describes the pion rescattering process
in fig . 3 has the form
*
COl~ex(q)In+ (k)) = p ~-co-ZiI'a{Viz(go,gXSi 'k)T+i+Vii(go
, 4xsi 'k)T+z }+
(3 .5)
where Viz is the dN-NN one-pion-exchange interaction,
I*l s~
.
gQ2
.
g
Viz(go~ 4) _ ~z qô-qz-pz
Ti .
Tr
Here S and T are transition spin and isospin operators which connect nucleons and
isobars'°) and J* is the aNd coupling constant for which we use the value 2f as
given by the Chew-Low model "~ iz). The position of the resonance is given by the
expression
if the momentum of the initial nucleon is neglected . The isobar width is
(3 .6)
(3 .8)
in order that the P33 phase shift goes through 90° at the resonance .
In the absence of final state interactions and with the assumption the nucleons in
the deuteron are approximatively at rest, the energy transfer qo is
qo x M +q -M. (3.9)
The propagator of the rescattered pion then has the form
~9) _ ~2Mz(1- 1 +q lM )
-uz~_
t~ (3.10)
Note that this propagator is non-singular and negative definite.
If the square root in (3.10) is expanded to order qz one obtains
pion propagator
the usual static
This approximation preserves the non-singularity and negative definiteness of the
correct propagator (3.10). We shall use this approximate form in the calculations.
In ref. e~ Goplen et al. used the form for the pion propagator which results upon
setting qo = 2w rather than using (3 .9) . That prescription for qo follows if one assumes
that the moments of the final nucleons are equal to the relative momentum in the
final state. In addition the pion propagator becomes singular for u> > 2P, a most
undesirable result. Yet the numerical consequences of this singularity are rather
small; we have found that replacing the propagator (3.11) with the form used in
ref. e) leads to small increases in the cross section values amounting to less than
10~ over the energy region considered.
Using the static pion propagator (3.11) the conlïguration space representation of
the operator M in (3.5) becomes
Mé x(k+r) =
f**
	
1 1 ie~~~~Viz(rXSi ' k)T+i+e-~~~`~~Vzi(rxSz ' k)T+z)+wR_co_ Zil'a
where
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Vi z(r) 3 4n {er~ Si ~ ez + Cl +~+ Pz~z/
e
rw Siz(P) ~~ Ti ' Tz .
Here we use the notation
3.3 . RESCATTERING OF A p-MESON
Siz = 3S1 ~ Pcz ~ P-Sl ~ az .
The calculational details needed to evaluate the matrix elements
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
Ta . ` _ ~ d3~i(P~, r)Méx(k, r)~a(r) (3.15)
are given in appendix B.
Because the spin and isospin z character of the d33 resonance there is no contribu-
tion from the spin-spin simple Yukawa part of the rescattering operator (3.13) for
singlet final states . The whole contribution is from the tensor term. For triplet final
states the tensor term is much more important than the spin-spin term. The S-function
interaction associated with the spin-spin term has been omitted as it gives no
contribution as long as ~ra(r = 0) = 0.
Clearly the exchange of a p-meson is possible in the rescattering graph in fig. 3.
It is expected to be important as the main term in the rescattering operator is a tensor
term which emphasizes the short range contributions.
The rescattering of a p-meson following excitation of a d-resonance is d èscribed
simply by replacing the one-pion~xchange interaction Vlz in eq. (3.5) by the
corresponding p-meson-exchange interaction
(3.16)
Here the p-meson is described as azero width particle with mass mP x S.Sp. In sect. 5
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below we shall treat the p-meson as an object of distributed mass in the isospin-1
channel of the two-pion-exchange interaction . The pNN coupling constant is
z
fz =4zz mP(1 +x)z. (3.17)
The values of gP and x are not very well determined . Different authors give values
ga/4n = 0.4-0.6 and values for x ranging from 3.7 (vector dominance model) to 6.6
[ref i s)] . In view of these large uncertainties it simplifies the discussion to fix gP
and to vary x alone. We therefore chose the value
in all the following calculations.
For the pNd coupling constant we use the prediction of the static quark model :
.ÎP ° zsiP ^ 1.7 . (3 .19)
The corresponding prediction for pion photoproduction via the d33 resonant
intermediate state is in good agreement with dispersion theory calculations' 4)
and hence (3.19) may be assumed to ~be more réliable than the similar quark model
prediction for the nNd coupling constant which is 30 % too small s)"
In (3.16) we use the static form for the p-meson propâgator as the energy transfer
is much smaller than the p-meson mass. The Fourier transform of (3.16) is
V2(r) = f4fe~3 e r ~r Sl ~ vz- 3~1 +mr + mZ~~e r Pr Siz(~)~ Ti ' sr (3.20)
P P
Note that the sign ofthe tensor term in (3.20) is opposite to that ofthe pica exchange
interaction in (3.13). Hence the exchange of the p-meson will act to cut otï the pion
exchange contribution. This has important consequences for the calculation of the
pica absorption cross section, as already noted in ref. 8) .
The combination of pica and p-meson rescattering following isobar excitation
is then summarized in the two-body operator
Mâ(k, r) = R ~-W-iil'a {e}~ .r[Viz(r)+
V12(r)](Si ' k)T+z+e-#~~~(1 "--" 2)}.
(3 .21)
For the evaluation of the matrix elements of this operator we refer to appendix B.
3.4. THE EFFECT' OF FORM FACTORS
We have hitherto described the pica and p-meson couplings . to the baryons by
zero range interactions. Vertex renormalization mechanisms will tend to spread
the vertices over finite regions of space. This vertex structure is usually described
by form factors. Since we are dealing with virtual mesons but baryons which are not
far oßshell the form factors are functions only of the squared four-momentum of
the meson. To take into account such form factors we replace the pion exchange
potential in (3 .6) by the expression
3.5 . NUMERICAL RESULTS
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1 S ~ o
Viz(4 z ) _ ~z f*(q 2)f(qZ) qzq ~ z q Ti ' Tz,
with qz = qô -qz. Here f* and f are form factors associated with the aNd and
nNN vertices. We parametrize these functions by the monopole forms
~z-pz ~sz -pz
~1,~ -q .	A~ z-qz
which are normalized to give the correct coupling constants for on-shell mesons.
With these forms one may write the corresponding configuration space potentials
as sums of Yukawa terms by use of a partial fraction separation.
Various values for ~1,~ and ~lx have been used in the literature, ranging from a
few pion masses up to more than 1.5 GeV/cz. Theoretical estimates indicate that
A,~cannot be much smaller than 1.1.2 GeV/cz and il* is probably of the same order
of magnitude is) . For simplicity we chose here ~l* = An.
In a similar way we include p-baryon form factors by the replacement
1,, I* -~ IP(g 2~ l'(qZ~
in eq . (3 .16). For these form factors we use the monopole forms
f f* ~2 -qzP P P
(3 .22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
As the proper value for ~1P is not well known we perform calculations for a range of
values for ~P between 1 and 2 GeV/cz . The smallest natural scale for AP would be
that given by the nco vertex triangle diagram, i.e . something of the order of 1 GeV/cz,
whereas the upper limit for ~1 P must be 2M which corresponds to the NN inter-
mediate state in the general vertex diagram.
We now turn to the discussion of the numerical results obtained with the model
described above, which contains a- and p-meson rescattering. In particular we
investigate the dependence of the results on the p-meson coupling strength and the
mass scale in the form factors .
In fig . 4we essentially restate our earlier results a) for p-wave rescattering without
form factors. The curves labelled IA are the impulse approximation results. The
dashed curve is the result obtained with no final state interaction and the solid curve
is the result obtained when the final state interaction is taken into account in the
'So and 1Dz final states . The curves labelled "~ show the result when in addition to
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t The value for p=~/4x war erroneously given ar 2.6 in ref.') .
Fig. 4. The totalcross section for P-wave pion absorption in x+d ~ pp, as a function ofpion momentum
(p = k/R) . The curves denoted "IA" represent the impulse approximation contribution, those denoted
"a"theresult when pion reacattering is included and those marked "x+ p" whenin addition p-rescattering
is taken into account. The dashed curves are obtained without final state interactions in the ainglet states.
The shaded area for the x+p results gives the variation of the cross section when K is changed between
3 .7 (upper edge) and 6.6 (lower edge). The empirical vaauua are from ref.').
single nucleon absorption pion rescattering through the d 33 resonance is included .
Again the dashed line is the result obtained without final state interactions.
The final curves, those labelled "n+p", show the dramatic reduction of the cross
section caused by inclusion of the p-meson rescattering mechanism. The shaded area
in fig. 4 is limited by the values for rc = 3.7 (upper edge) and K= 6.6 (lower edge
with gn kept constant at the value 3.18 . The results in ref. r) were obtained with
gv/4n=0.65tandx=6.6.
In fig. 5 we display the contributions from different partial waves in the final state
to the lowest n+p curve (rc = 6.6) offig. 4. The final 'DZ wave is most important and
gives rise to almost the whole cross section below the resonance region . In the
region of the resonance triplet P-waves are also important while the singet-S and
triplet-F waves are completely unimportant. ('The 3F contributions have only been
evaluated in the impulse approximation.)
a
t~)
Fig . S . The partial cross sections corresponding
to the "n+p" curve with K = 6.6 in fig . 4 . The
symbols s, p, d and f represent the lowest four
partial waves in the final state.
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Fig. 6. The total and partial cross sections at the
peak momeatum (q = 1.~ for IA+pion re-
scattering as a function of the form factor mess
scale A, . The cosses at the r.h.s. represent the
results for A, = ao .
The effect ofintroducing form factors ofthe typein eq . (3 .23) on the pion rescattering
contribution to the cross section is demonstrated in fig. 6 where we have plotted the
peak value ofthe cross section, calculatedat n = 1.6, as a function ofthe parameter ~1,~
The model employed is that involving pion but not p-meson rescattering which for
~1,~ = oo corresponds to the solid line labelled "~" in fig. 4. The singlet S and D and
the triplet P contributions are also shown separately. We note that the correct peak
value for the cross section would be obtained with ~1,~ = 800 MeV/c~ in rough agree-
ment with the result of Gibbs, Gibson and Stephenson') (their value of 600 MeV/c2
follows when S-wave absorption is included as well). The crosses on the right hand
side of fig. 6 are the cross-section values obtained with no form factor (~1,~ = oo).
One should not interpret these results to indicate that the p-meson rescattering
effect is simply equivalent to that of a form factor. Thep-meson exchange mechanism
counteracts the pion exchange mechanism only in the tensor part of the interaction,
whereas in the spin~pin part it enhances the effect of the pion exchange mechanism.
Thus, replacing .the p-meson rescattering effect with a long range pion-nucleon vertex
form factor would lead to too large partial cross sections to the singlet Sandtoo small
partial cross sections to the triplet P waves. We conjecture that such deficiencies
should be seen in angular distributions.
In fig. 7we illustrate the effect of modifying both the pion andp-meson rescattering
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Fig. 7 . The peak value ofthe total cross section as in fig. 6 for IA+x+p meson rescattering (K = 6.~
as a function ofd" for different values ofA~ . Note the insensitivity ofthe cross section to d~ in the region
1 .2 $ d" ~ 1.6CieV/c' .
v lvJ " t .sl
\ '\
;~~- -ß," 1 .4iWJ
~~ " Lô~
\ \
\\ .\
\. .\
\_
~, "y-~4sw -~
Fig. 8. Thetotal x+d y pp mosssection for IA+ Fig. 9. The peak value of the total moss section
x+p res~attering (K = 6.6) plotted for different for IA+x+p rescattering as a function ofthe p-
values of the form factor mass stake . The data tensor wupling parameter x.
are fromref.
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mechanisms by form factors asdiscussed in the previous subsection.We show the cross
section at the peak momentum ~ = 1.6 using the same model as wasused in the results
in fig. 5 above, butnowmodified by form fedora . It is seen that unless the range ofthe
pionic form factor is very long (tl; < 1 GeV/c2) the dependence ofthe results on the
value of ~lP is not very strong . Once ~1,~ is taken to be in the reasonable range 1 .1-1 .4
GeV/c2 changing ~l P from 1.5 to 2.0 GeV/c2 changes the cross-section result by less
than 10 ~. The most important form factor effect is thus that associated with pion
fescattering. The introduction of the pion form factor leads to a. considerable
reduction of the cross section. This is illustrated in fig . 8, where the total cross section
has been plotted against incident pion momentum. That the cross sections obtained
with the choice A,~ = 1.1 GeV/c2 are some 30 ~ too small as compared to the experi-
mental values maybe taken to be a strong indication against long range pion-nucleon
form factors .
The most important parameters in the present model are ~= and the p-meson
tensor coupling constant x. With the relatively large value 6.6 for xused in the results
in figs. 7 and 8 onewould need h,~ z 1.5 GeV/c2 in order to achieve agreement with
the data. A smaller value for x would admit somewhat smaller values for ~1,~ as there
would then be less cancellation between the n- and p-meson tensor interactions.
In fig. 9we show how the peak value of the cross section at q = 1.6 depends on the
choice of x. The relation between the choice of the values for si x and x is here rather
obvious .
It is worth reemphasizing that in all the results presented in this section the single
nucleon absorption amplitude (IA) was added to the reacattering amplitudes . Despite
the smallness of the IA cross section the IA amplitude is important to include as
it adds coherently to the rescattering amplitudes and leads to a large constructive
interference term . If the impulse approximation amplitude were dropped without
justification the cross-section results in figs. ~9 would be reduced by almost a factor
of 2.
The final state interactions have been taken into account above only in the singet
SandDwaves. To obtain arough estimate oftheir importance for the 3Pcontribution
to the cross section, we have studied the sensitiviti of that partial cross section
to a short range cut-offradius in the radial matrix elements for 3Pwaves. It was found
that changing that cut-off radius between zero and the unrealistically large value
0.7 fm lead to changes of at most 10 ~ in the partial cross section. Since this partial
cross section contributes only a third part of the total cross section we conclude
that the 6na1 state cornlations in the 3P waves may be safely neglected.
4. S-wave absorpdon mec>ban~ems
The P-wave rescattering mechanisms discussed in sect . 3 provide a reasonable
description of the pion absorption process in the region of the 433 I'eaOllRllce . To
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i
(bl
Fig. 10. Pion absorption through S_wave ro- Fig. 11 . (a) The S-wave rescattering caused by p-
scattering. exchan~ in the aN interaction . (b) Pion absorp-
tion by p+A, exchange .
account for the behaviour of the cross section near threshold S-wave rescattering
mechanisms have to be included in the description as well 3) .
We describe S-wave rescattering, illustrated in fig. 10, by the two-body operator
~s(qo+9+k) =
i as' 9isx
z (n~9)IFs(1)In+(k)). (4.1)
p 90- 9 -p
This expression contains the half-shell S-wave ~N scattering amplitude with an on-
shell incoming n+ of momentum k and an ot~shell intermediate pion with space-like
four-momentum (qo, q) .
The main contribution to S-wave nN scattering is due to p-meson exchange in the
t-channe1 16). The isospin-0 two-pion exchange contribution cancels almost com-
pletely against that of the nucleon-antinucleon intermediate state. Since it would
be a complicated task to construct a dynamical model which maintains this cancella-
tion for o8'-shell pions, we prefer to describe all the S-wave ~N interactions by the
phenomenological zero-range Lagrangian used by Koltun and Reitan 3):
Here ~ and ~ are the nucleon and pion field operators and R is the momentum
operator canonically conjugate to ~.
The second term in (4.2~ when used to describe pion rescattering, corresponds to
the diagram in fig. lla in the limit of large p-meson mass. The first term describes
isospin-0 exchanges in the t-channel in the zero-range approximation.
The two coupling constants ~., and ~s are given in terms of the S-wave nN
scattering lengths as
(4.3)
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With the values for the scattering lengths a given by Bugg et al . t ') we obtain from
(4.3) ~ t = 0.003 and ~2 = 0.05.
With these values for the coefficients ~, the phenomenological Lagrangian (4.3)
gives an adequate description of the Sat ~N phase shift up to 300 MeV pion lab
kinetic energy, but leads to an overestimate of the S 11 phase shift above 50 MeV.
As the S-wave rescattering mechanism is not very important far above threshold,
this deficiency in the S11 wave can be disregarded in the present context. Naturally
the deficiency could be reduced by allowing if need be some energy dependence for
the coupling strengths ~,.
Using (4 .2) to describe the rescattering vertex the amplitude (4 .1) takes the explicit
form
w
1~Is(k, r) _ -i ~
Cl
+ ~~
e
r{e~~''(oz " P~C2~tT2 + -i~.Z~ (Tt x s2)+~
To take into account the off-shell nature of the rescattered pion we shall multiply
this expression with the same form factor that was introduced in subsect. 3.4 for
the P-wave rescattering mechanisms.
In fig.12 we present the results for the total pion absorption cross section obtained
when the S-wave rescattering amplitude llls in (4 .4) is included along with the P-wave
amplitudes 11?,x and 11~a discussed in sect. 3 (the detailed expressions are given in
appendix B). As expected the S-wave rescattering mechanisms contribute signifi-
~r+p l.y," rs~t+.w~t
-K"o.o~ A.," i .a~t~r, Ar"~ed v
. .~ . i	~ ~ . . i ~ .
___ K.s .s , A. "eP" i .4 cw .~
Fig . 12. Total section forx+d ~ pp as in fig. 8, but including S-wave pion rescattering. Two choices
have been made for the p-coupling K and the cut-0ff parameter d, and d~ .
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candy only near threshold ('1 5 0.6). The interference there with the other amplitudes
is destructive. In the resonance region (n Z 0.8) the inclusion of 1~?s changes the cross
section by less than a mb.
ïn the results in fig. 12 we have used two different values for the p-meson tensor
coupling strength . With the smaller value for rc (5 .0) a pion form factor with
il,~ = 1.2 GeV/c2 reproduces the experimental cross section very well. With the
larger value for rc (6.6) agreement with the experimental curve would require
il,~ = 1.6 GeV/c~ . The results are rather insensitive to the p-meson form factor
parameter ~lP as mentioned in the previous section.
Before leaving the topic of S-wave rescattering we point out that the impulse
approximation would lead to a large contribution to S-wave absorption if in the
correction term in the nhTN Lagrangian (3.1) Ei=Ei is interpreted as the energy of
the incoming pion . We disfavour such an interpretation however as the quantities
E are defined in terms of nucleon moments, and the lowest order approximation for
Ei _ E t is
~z z +
Ei-Et ^. 2M 2M P2M t ~ q ~ ~' (4.5)
Because ofthe explicit dependence on q in the expansion (4 .5) the correction term will
appear only as a small relativistic addition of order M-2 to the main Q ~ q term in
the Lagrangian (3.1).
One might also ask whether not p-meson rescattering would give rise to an
important effect for S-wave absorption as well. Such a mechanism could be the
A1-p exchange diagram in fig. l lb . As long as the sign ofthe apAl coupling constant
is not known it is impossible to definitely assess the importance of this effect. Yet
as these rescattering effects will not have the same tensor character as the P-wave
rescattering mechanisms considered in sect. 3 we believe that the short range of the
p-A, exchange interaction will make this effect rather unimportant.
S. The p~esoo mass di~trl6atioa
In sect . 3 the p-meson exchange mechanism was treated within the sharp resonance
approximation. The large width of the p-meson calls for an investigation into the
validity of this approximation and a treatment in which the p-meson is described
as an interacting two-pion state. In fact the large effect of the p-exchange mechanism
on P-wave pion absorption discussed in sect . 3 turns out to depend rather strongly
on the mass of the p-meson. Thus there is strong reason to deal as well~as possible
with the p-meson mass distribution.
To construct a more realistic model for p-meson exchange we note that the
isospin-1 two-pion-exchange nucleon-nucleon interaction can to agood approxima-
tion be written in the form 1s, i9)
°° 1 2t s
Vp(4)=J4K=dtp(t)3~t+gsai .ai+q~+tsiz(~)~ti'Tr (5 .1)
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Here Slz is the usual tensor operator and the spectral function p is
P(t) =
3(t -4p )z~
32MzJt Ill(t)I Z ~
(5.2)
In (5 .2) f1 is the helicity amplitude for the reaction Nf~ -. ~nc in the angular
momentum 1 state z°) .
To discuss p-exchange apart from the exchange of uncorrelated pions, we shall
subtract the Born term (nucleon intermediate states) from j' in the following.
This removal leads to the additional advantage that no double counting of wave
function effects can arise.
The usual p-meson exchange potential is obtained from (5.1) in the zero width
limit:
z
P(t) -~ fz a(t-mô).mP (5 .3)
We now make the rather strong assumption that the p-meson exchange Nd-NN
transition potential (3.20) may be interpreted as the zero width limit of an expression
similar to (5 .1) with a mass distribution p* that differs from p in (5.2) only by the
quark model scaling factor :
P*(t) = zsp(t)~ (5 .4)
Instead of (3.20) we then have the generalized p~xchange transition potential
ao r~/t r~lt
VZ(r) 4n ~ =dttp*(t) ~3_
e r S1 ~ ez- 3 C1 + r~t + ritl
e
r Siz} Ti ' Tr (5.5)
4p
In the numerical calculations we have fitted the squared non-Horn part of the
helicity amplitude by a Breit-aligner form :
lr2
II1(t)IZ = % 4 (4pz 5 t 5 SOpz). (5 .6)(t-t°)~ +~r2
To the values for j' given by Hôhler and Pietarinen (HP) 13 ) eq. (5.6) gives an
excellent fit with the parameter values
fo = 3.OU-4, t° = 29.Spz, r = 11.Spz. (5 .7)
Thecorresponding amplitude model ofNielsen and Oades zl) is not quite symmetric
around the peak position to, but nevertheless a reasonable fit to that amplitude
(squared) is obtained with the parameter values
The quadrature in eq. (5 .5) was performed with Simpsons rule for those values of
r which are needed in the calculation of the radial matrix elements for the ~+d -" pp
amplitude.
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14. Total cross section for R*d -~ pp
including S-wave pion and P-wave pion and
p-meson is takeninto aooount usingthe mi ~ NN
helicity amplitudes f_(non-Horn terms only)
given by Nielsetr and Oades =') (solid line, NO)
and by Höhler and Pietarinen '3) (dashed and
dashed-dottedlines, HP).
M. BRACK et al .
Fig. 13. Illustration of the isovector two-pion exchange interaction, where the p-meson ie part of the
interacting two-pion system.
.soa
~p(t~t =
f
1f =~2 (1 +K~f)Z~4~, mP 4M
Fig. 15 . Total and partial cross sellions at
p = 1.6 for pion and p-meson rescattering a
obtained with the HBhler-Pietarinen heGcity
amplitudes as functions of the p-meson cut-off
parameter An (~, ~ 1.2 Gem. The mosses
In fig. 14 we show the results for the total n+d -~ pp cross section as obtained
with these models for the p-meson mass distribution. With a value for the pion form
factor parameter ~1,~ of 1.2 GeV/c2 the NO amplitude leads to a very good fit to the
empirical crosssection. With theHP amplitude the cross section comesout somewhat
too low, by 2Q-30 ~, if the value for ~1,~ is taken to be in the range 1 .2-1 .4 GeV/cZ .
The main difference between these two models for the p-meson mass distribution
is to be found in their different effective p-meson coupling strengths. If we determine
the effective p-meson coupling constants by comparison to the sharp resonrnce
approximation (5.3) as
(5 .9)
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we fmd with gv/4~ = 0.52 the values x~ff = 6.8 for the HP model and x~ff = 4.95
for the NO model. Thevalue 6.8 for x~f f is in good agreement with the value 6.6 given
by Hôhler and Pietarinen'3) as they used for gv/4n the value 0.55. These results
also indicate the propriety of our subtraction of the Born term from the helicity
amplitude in order to separate p-meson exchange from uncorrelatod two-pion
exchange .
While the most important parts of the correlated two-pion exchange mechanism
should be included in the description in terms of the helicity amplitude f1 in (5 .2),
the effects of form factors at the pion-baryon vertices in fig . 13- are not. This is a
consequence of the fact that the helicity amplitude describes the reaction Nib -. mn
for on-shell pions, whereas in general the intermediate pions in fig . 13 are oRshell.
There is no proper way to introduce the form factors within this framework short
of a complete solution of the interacting two-pion two-nucleon system. One may
though as an ad hoc substitute introduce form factors depending on the total
momentum transfer variable qs in eq. (5 .5) in the same way as wasdone for the sharp
p-meson exchange interaction (3.16). Fortunately the results turn out to be rather
insensitive to such an ad hoc p-meson form factor.
This is illustrated in fig. 15, where the total and partial cross sections for the lowest
partial waves at the peak value q = 1 .6 are shown as functions of the p-meson form
factor parameter ~lp. The result obtained with ~l o = o~ corresponds to that in fig . 14.
The total cross section is remarkably constant for Av Z 1 .5 GeV/c2. It is interesting
however that the partial cross sections are sensitive to il P , but that there is a trade-off
between the different components which leaves the total cross section insensitive.
6. Concloeions
The results presented above show that a rather nice explanation of the ~ +d -" pp
total cross section is achieved once pion and p-meson rescattering is taken into
account in addition to the single nucleon absorption amplitude (impulse approx-
imation). The calculated cross section depends râtheF strongly on two parameters :
the p-meson tensor coupling constant x and the mass scale il,~ of the pion-nucleon
form factor . Because of the cancellation between the pion and p-meson rescattering
effects we cannot fix these parameters independently : larger values for x allow
smaller values for A,~ and vice versa (fig . 9).
As x is known within certain bounds however, the present calculation requires
similar bounds for ~1 ; . In particular onecannot within the present framework obtain
cross-section results in agreement with experiment with values for Ax less than .
1.2 GeV/c2 which would correspond to a long range form factor. We therefore bave
to interpret the use of long range form factors in refs. 6~') as a reflection of the
omission of p-meson rescatteFing rather than âs evidence for what the proper value
for ~1,~ ought to be.
The present results turn out to be rather insensitive to the value for the mass scale
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~l P of the p-nucleon form factor as long as ~l P z 1.5 GeV/cZ. Smaller values for ~lP
would be hard to explain dynamically anyway as most of the pNN vertex diagrams
have rather large mass intermediate states, the only exception being the ~ inter-
mediate state.
The descxiption ofthe p~xchange mechanism as a correlated two-pion exchange
mechanism does not lead to results much different from those obtained with the sharp
resonance approximation for the p-meson. With the recent models i3 " zi) for the
non-Born part of the NP -. mrt helicity amplitude f1 used for the description of
the p-meson we found it possible to obtain good agreement with the empirical
cross-section values. The very strong effective p-meson coupling inherent in the
Hôhler-Pietarinen model for f1 [ref.' 3)] allows a calculation without any pion-
nucleon form factor at all and would indeed require some additional damping of
the p~ontribution.
The most important partial cross section is that to the 1DZ state. In this state the
final state interaction is rather unimportant because of the centrifugal barrier. The
1D2 dominance thus explains the relative unimportance of final state interactions
in the present calculations .
In the region of the dss resonance the results do not depend very much on the
values for the S-wave aN interaction strengths Ai and ~.Z . Only near threshold where
S-wave rescattering is the dominant effect do the particular values for the ~. matter .
The uncertainty in these values is determined by the uncertainty in the values for the
S-wave nN scattering lengths.
There is a considerable number of other possible rcscattering mechanisms that
we have not considered . One such would be rescâttering of an A1 meson following
the excitation of the intermediate d33 resonance. The A, rescattering operator has
no matrix elements for singlet final states because of the positive intrinsic parity.
Thus one would not expect the A1 rescattering effect to be very large as the matrix
elements for the 3P state will be reduced in relation to those for pion and p-meson
rescattering because of the short range of A 1 exchange .
We have not considered multiple meson rescattering effects in this paper. Such
mechanisms are very complicated to estimate, alWough a subset of such effects may
be included in a .coupled channel treatment of the nucleon and d-resonance com-
ponents in the wave function. Such a coupled channel calculation has recently been
performed by Green, Niskanen and H~kkineâ ss~ who found results in qualitative
agreement with ours e). The reason that the full coupled channel treatment does not
lead to results much different from those presently given is to be found in the very
small weight of the d-components in the two-nucleon wave function which seems
to make the first order perturbation theory approach sufficient. The small differences
obtained with the coupled channel and first order perturbation theory calculations
are totally masked by the uncertainties in many of the input parameters, as e.g. the
p-meson coupling constant .
We finally emphasize that the ultimate test of the present n+p rescattering model
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for n+d ~ pp will come in studies of angular distributions which are much more
sensitive to the details of the model than the total cross section.
One of us (M.B .) wishes to thank Prof. G. E. Brown and Drs. M. Dillig and J. M.
Richard for stimulating discussions.
Appendix A
The Lorentz-invariant form for the nN interaction in the pseudoscalar form is
Since we deal with nucleons which are not far oû~shell we use the usual expressions
for the nucleon spinors u to obtain
Here ~ is the Pauli spinor for the nucleon. In (A.2) the quantities E and E' are deter-
mined in terms of the moments p and p' and should not be interpreted as energies.
The distinction is important only o&shell .
By expansion of (A.2) to the lowest orders in p'+p and p'-p one finds the result
To this order one obtains the same result if the pseudovector form for the Lorentz
invariant nN interaction is used .
Here the vector operator T is defined as
Appendix B
DETAII.ED EXPRESSIONS FOR THE CROSS SECTION
B.1 . SINGLET FINAL STATES
The scattering amplitude for the 1 So and 'Dz final states may be written in the
operator form
2 i - z . i z . i - z . i zT, _ - iM{A~(a o ) k - iB~(Q x a ) k+ Ao(o a )	 -iB~~(o x Q ) ~ T} .
(B.1)
T = 3(~'' kÎ~' - ~.
(A.2)
(A.3)
(B.2)
The scalar functions A, and B, may conveniently be separated into partial wave
components as
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The total cross section, which by eqs. (2 .6) and (2.7) is obtained by calculating the
spin traces and integrating over the directions of p', then takes the form
Q. P3M
i~a,o+bro~z+S~a,o+b,z~z+2~A~r+Brr~z+4 Re [(ari+brixAu+Bu)]} . (B.4)
The initial deuteron wave function has the standard form
~a(r) = r 4n(~r)+V s~r~iz(P)),
(B.5)
and the singlet scattering wave function is
1
~r(r) = P, ~
(2L+ 1)iLe~°~.~.°FL,A(p'r)PL(~' ~ P) . (B.6)
With these wave functions we obtain the following contributions to the scalar
amplitudes A and B from the processes considered in sects. 3 and 4:
(a) Impulse approximation :
The overlap integrals are defined as
(b) Pion rescattering (P-wave):
The radial integrals are defined as
~o = ho +2koz , ~z = hv bro = 2koz,
An = Bu = kzo.
1
hL(4, P~) = P,
e-~eLL° fdrF~o(p'r)jL(Zkr)u(r),
k~,(4, P~) =
F,JB
e-wL~
J
drF~o(P~r)Ji(Zkrhv(r). (B.8)
~o = ~,~(~ôzz+3Kôoz-3Kôzz~
bto = ~x(Hôzz+3Kôoz-3Kôzz~
a~z = 3~xKzzv biz = 3~xKizz+
Au = i~x(2Hioz-3Kôoz
Bu = i~,~(~oz-3Kzoz)~
1 /'
Hit. = P,
e-t°~.~.°
J drF~°(P'r)Ît(i~)Y~(W')~r~
Kû. =
P,Js
e_`"~.~.° ~drF,.>;o(P'r)!t(i~)Y~(l~h+'(r).
(B.7)
(B.9)
(B.10)
Here the strength function ~s is defined as
Here the vector operator ï' is defined as
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Here the functions Y are modified Bessel functions of fractional order :
1/ ~x
The strength function in (B.9) is
=
8 f
*Z
p (B.12)
27 4n ~x- co _ iil'a .
(c) p-meson rescattering : The contributions to the scalar amplitudes A and B
due to p-meson rescattering have the same form as those due to P-wave pion
rescattering for singlet final states . They are obtained by the substitutions
- 1 6__ ge s ~me1z mo
~v 75
4~(1+x)
M W~-cv-Zil'a
in (B.12) and pr -+ mPr in the argument of the functions Y,~ in (B.10) .
(cn S-wave pion rescattering :
(B.13)
~o = -~s(I~ii-2Kô~1), b~o - 2~sKôii~
a~s = ~s(Nisi -2K23i~ b~s = -2~sKôai~
Bn = +2~s(Kiii+ICiai). (B.14)
co
~s = 2 kC~i+ .îz pI ~
(B.15)
B.2 . TRIPLET FINAL STATES
The amplitude for scattering to the 3P final state has the following general form
if the spin-orbit force is neglected :
T = - i9
M
~ {3C(~' ~ ~(a' +o Z ) ~ k+Dk(a' +QZ) ~ ~'+ Ekï' ~ ~' }. (B.16)
The expression for the total cross section in tenors of the scalar amplitudes C, D
and E is
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The unconelated scattering wave function for the triplet state is
We obtain the following contributions to the scalar amplitudes from the processes
considered in sects. 3 and 4:
(a) Impulse approximation :
~rt(r) _~(2L+ 1)iLjL(p'r)PL(~' ~ P). (B.19)
L
are defined as
The radial integrals H~ and Kx are defined as in (B.10) with F~o(p'r)/rp' replaced
by the unconelated wave function jL(p'r). The strength function ~,~ is given in (B.12) .
(c) p-meson rescatterinq :
C - ~v(~iio-3Kiix-sHiiz+sKiio-iôKiiz~
D = s~p(2Kiio-Hiiz-iKiiz~ (B.23)
E = s~P(2Kiio-6Hiiz+6Kiiz)~
The strength function ~v is defined in (B.13) and the structure functiôns Ho and KP
H,r,,, =
J
drrj~(p'r)j~(Zkr)Y,~(mr~(r),
C = ht+skii+ski3, D = s(kii-kia~ B = s(k -kis). (B.20)
The radial integrals are defined as
hL(k, P~ = J ~jL(P~r)ja(ikr~(r),
(B.21)
kL~(k, P~) _ ~
J
drrjL(p'r)j,(2krrv(r) .
(b) P-wave pion rescattering :
C =
x 1 x
~x(Hiio+sKiio+ 3Kllx+sHiiz+ioKiiz),
x 1 x 1 ;
D = s~x(Kiio+Hiiz+zKiix~ (B.22)
(B.24)
Kr°.t~ _ ~ ~Jr.(P'r)j~(Zkr)Y~(mor)~r)~
J
(d) S-wave pion reseattering :
C = ~s(Hizi+2Kiz1~
(H.25)
D = '~s(Hioi+Hizi+2Kioi+2Kiz1).
Here the vector operator Ep. is
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The strength function ~s is given in (B.15) and the structure functions H" and K`
are obtained from (B.10) by the wave function substitution above.
üthe'F wave is included in the final state there is an additional term in the triplet
amplitude (B.16) :
2P,~2
=
3M {3~Ct~~+~do~Z+~E~2+2Re(cido)
Ep. = at x ~'QZ ~ ~'+e2 x ~'o' ~ ~' .
	
(B.27)
In order to obtain a simple expression for the cross section we replace the amplitude
C in (B.16) by
+7~c3~Z+~d2~2+?~F~~+3 Re(dôd,)+s Re(cid,)+s Re(c3dt)+s Re(E'F)}.
(B.30)
The impulse approximation contributions to the amplitudes C, D, E and F are,
apart from those listed in (B.20) for the 3P state,
cs = h3+ do = -skst+ ~ = 9k3t,
E _ _sk3i, F -_ _9kst.
(B.31)
In (B.31) we only include those structure functions which involve the Bessel functions
of lowest order.
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